THE TEACHING OF MIDWIFERY. SIR,-It is pretty generally recognised that the teaching of midwifery from a clinical standpoint is far from what it should be. Reform is needed, and the question arises, How are we to secure this ? The remedy lies with the General Medical Council. It is utterly useless to offer extra facilities to students so long as there is no compulsion. A few men will avail themselves of the opportunities, but the majority will only do work sufficient to gain their certificates. This seems to me a matter which should be taken up by the medical societies of Great Britain and Ireland, especially the obstetrical societies. If a strong memorial were submitted to the General Medical Council a change might be brought about.
Now that the medical course has been lengthened to five years for the very purpose of students gaining more clinical experience, it seems the height of absurdity that part of that clinical experience should not be in midwifery, the very branch of the profession which at least 95 per cent. of the graduates will be practising. I do not think it would be asking too much to have it made compulsory for each student to attend a course of three months' instruction at the bedside and in the labour room of a maternity hospital over and above the personal attendance of at least twelve cases.
The Glasgow Obstetrical and Gynaecological Society has taken the matter up, and I hope other societies will do the same.-I am, etc., ROBERT JARDINE, M.D., Glasgow, Feb. gth.
Physician to the Glasgow Maternity Hospital.
THE TRAFFIC IN ABORTIFACIENTS.
SIR,-In your article on the above subject you say medical men should make known that no drugs have any appreciable ecbolic effect, but surely we ought also to point out that to destroy a fcrtus at the ninth month before birth, or within a few weeks after conception, is only a matter of degree, and that the destruction of that entity which in the ordinary course of nature would become a human being is not only illegal, but morally a murder.
You also refer to the use of measures to prevent pregnancy. THE COEXISTENCE OF ZYMOTIC DISEASES. SIR,-Since my first letter to you on the above subject published in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of January 2Ist I have learnt that the theory I then referred to-namely, that one zymotic disease excludes (or tends to exclude) another, was strongly held, and emphatically taught by no less an authority than John Hunter.
I think this very probably accounts for the widespread credence which the theory, undoubtedly an erroneous one, has received in spite of the evidence 6f facts being altogether against it.
It is one more proof of the fallibility of even truly great men and the necessity for caution in accepting any theory or doctrine, no matter how high the source from which it emanates, until the evidence of facts has first been examined and found to support it.-I am, etc., prospectuses and other publications, accept the certificate of any duly qualified surgeon; and indeed a form for that specific purpose is provided at the foot of each letter of recommendation for the benefit of patients who are unable to attend here? Of course this rule, like all others, is liable to exceptions under some special circumstances.-I am, etc., RICHARD TRESSIDER, Secretary. 
